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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to recommend a security solution that meets the
requirements of Health Review.
What should you include in the recommendation?
A. dynamic data masking
B. row-level security
C. Always Encrypted
D. Transport Layer Security (TLS)
Answer: C
Explanation:
Must ensure that sensitive health data is encrypted at rest and

in transit.
Always Encrypted is a feature designed to protect sensitive
data stored in Azure SQL Database or SQL Server databases.
Always Encrypted allows clients to encrypt sensitive data
inside client applications and never reveal the encryption keys
to the database engine (SQL Database or SQL Server).
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/en
cryption-atrest
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/da
tabase-security-overview

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following formats is MOST effective when using the
polling function in synchronous virtual classrooms?
A. Fill in the blank
B. Multiple choice
C. Matching
D. Essay function
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
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